
Mee� Fres� (spadin�) Men�
333 Spadina Ave, Toronto, Canada

+14162606886 - http://www.meetfreshcanada.com/

A complete menu of Meet Fresh (spadina) from Toronto covering all 17 menus and drinks can be found here on
the menu. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Tomoya W likes about Meet Fresh (spadina):
Meet Fresh might actually be my favourite dessert place in Toronto recently, and I consume more ice

cream/dessert than any regular person should. I?ve tried their Jumbo Taro Milk Shaved Ice and the Jumbo Ube
Milk Shaved Ice. Both were amazing, with a variety of dessert ingredients presented beautifully in a massive

bowl. The only downside was for the Jumbo Taro, the taro pieces felt like too much. The texture contras... read
more. The place also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat in beautiful weather, and there is complimentary
WiFi. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for clientele with wheelchairs or physical

disabilities. What Ayesha Madan doesn't like about Meet Fresh (spadina):
Unfortunately not as good as we were hoping! not a cozy ambience, half the restaurant space is unused. And the

rest is occupied by wooden tables and stools. Open concept, but overall just looks empty when you enter. the
waffle dish looked good, and I appreciated the waffle to ice cream ratio (usually places have 90% ice cream) and
all the fresh fruit! The waffle didn’t taste fresh (more like and Eggo one defrosted) a... read more. A visit to Meet
Fresh (spadina) is particularly valuable due to the extensive range of coffee and tea specialties, In addition, the
charming desserts of the restaurant shine not only on children's plates or in the eyes of the little guests. We

offer not only sweet pieces, cakes and small snacks, but also cold and hot drinks, Besides, the successful blend
of different menus with new and partially adventurous products is appreciated by the guests - a good case of

Asian Fusion.
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Noodl� i� Soup
TAIWANESE

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

Ho� drink�
TEA

HOT TEA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

DESSERTS

Desser�
WAFFLE

FLAN

MOCHI

Ingredient� Use�
CARAMEL

BEANS

MELON

FRUIT

MILK

FRESH FRUIT
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